
BIG TEAM, BIG U, Rebuild by Design, New York, 2013–14. Bridging berm. Top: view from the Statue of Liberty 
ferry. Images courtesy the architect.
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Ross Exo Adams

Notes from the 
Resilient City

In June 2013, Michael Bloomberg, then mayor of New York City, 
announced an ambitious initiative to find implement able strat-
egies for rebuilding a city severely damaged by “Super storm 
Sandy.” That same month, the Rockefeller Foundation, in 
collaboration with the US Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and the newly formed Presidential Hurricane 
Sandy Rebuilding Task Force, inaugurated the Rebuild by 
Design (RBD) competition, the stated ambition of which was 
“to connect the world’s most talented researchers and designers 
with the Sandy-affected area’s active businesses, policymakers 
and local groups to better understand how to redevelop their 
communities in environmentally- and economically-health-
ier ways and to be better prepared.” Only two months later, 
10 shortlisted teams began work on second-phase projects, the 
winners of which were announced in June 2014.1

 Hailed by many as a victory for recognizing climate 
change in the face of political and ideological inertia in the 
US, the RBD project seemed like the silver lining of an oth-
erwise devastating event, with a conservative politician 
acknowledging the human cause of climate change and im-
plementing policies in response. Heavily supported by private 
organizations and public agencies, the RBD initiative is an ex-
emplar of the new regime of “resilient” design strategies.
 Resilience as a discursive object seems to pick up where 
others like sustainability or ecological urbanism leave off, 
promising scientifically tuned proposals for climate remedia-
tion that also happen to fuel commercial development. What 
gives resilience its force and inexorability is its ability to in-
corporate a concrete crisis in its own discursive and politi-
cal formation. Unlike sustainability or ecological urbanism, 
it immediately frames itself as a program of response to crisis 
rather than a speculative means to attenuate the impact of an 
unknown future crisis. As such, the project of resilience can 
construct itself in purely pragmatic terms using real dam-
age information together with standard risk probability data, 
thus shedding all theoretical conjecture. In the discourse of 

1.  During the finalist phase, teams began to 
narrow their broader strategies to focus on 
particular sites throughout the region: BIG 
TEAM on lower Manhattan’s coastline, 
HR&Advisors Inc. with Cooper, Robertson 
& Partners on “key commercial corridors” 
across the entire Sandy-affected region, 
Interboro Team on a “regional grassroots” 
strategy for Nassau County’s South Shore, 
MIT CAU + ZUS + URBANISTEN on sites 
in metro New York flood zones (primarily 
the New Jersey Meadowlands), OMA on 
North Hudson (Jersey City, Hoboken, 
and Weehawken), PennDesign/OLIN 
on Hunt’s Point in the Bronx, Sasaki/
Rutgers/Arup on New Jersey’s northern 
shore, SCAPE / Landscape Architecture on 
Staten Island’s coastline, WB unabridged 
with Yale ARCADIS on the Long Island 
Sound and its coastal waterways, and 
finally, WXY/West 8 on building a massive 
offshore barrier island system, stretching 
from Long Island down the length of New 
Jersey’s coast. For details on the 10 teams 
and their proposals, see “All Proposals,” 
Rebuild by Design, accessed September 2, 
2014, http://www.rebuildbydesign.org/
design-opportunities/.
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resilience, theory and event collide in an indistinguishable set 
of demands whose consistency, as RBD demonstrates, is ren-
dered clearest in terms of risk, remediation, and retail – that 
is, it promises both disaster relief and commercial urbaniza-
tion simultaneously. And while the last decade has seen archi-
tecture offices around the world increasingly commissioned 
to work on urban-scale design projects, the RBD initiative, 
under the rhetoric of resilience, promises to set a precedent 
for an expanded, regional scale of design that also provides 
new mechanisms for private development. 
 While architects and designers generally seem to wel-
come this program, resilience as a discourse has not gone 
uncriticized. Indeed, in the social sciences it is the subject of 
fierce debate. Political historian Mark Neocleous suggests that 
resilience is simply our “newest fetish,” which inherently 
precludes modes of political activism through its neutraliz-
ing methods of consensus building around what is ultimately 
only the resilience of the state and of capital.2 Geographers 
and sociologists like Bruce Braun, Stephanie Wakefield, and 
Jennifer Gabrys have analyzed various urban resilience proj-
ects from Foucauldian and Agambenian perspectives, arguing 
that resilience strategies represent a fundamental shift, not 
just in spatial design, but in the governmental administration 
of life itself.3 While all of these critiques of resilience center 
around emerging governmental strategies, policy making, 
technologies, and subjectivity, little has been said about how 
such issues relate to urban design. But as the RBD projects 
make clear, under the regime of resilience the spatial order of 
the urban begins to exhibit radically new tendencies, which 
then reverberate in accompanying strategies of government 
and technologies of subjectivity.

Rebuild by Design
Headlined by names like BIG, OMA, LOT-EK, West 8, and 
Sasaki Associates, the 10 RBD finalist teams are variously 
composed of architects, urban designers, planners, engineers, 
marine ecologists, university bodies, and climate scientists 
– an effort to combine scientific research with conscious de-
sign. Yet despite the diversity of the teams, there is a striking 
sense of similarity among the 10 finalists’ proposals. They are 
structured around two apparently complementary strategies: 
environmental restoration and economic development. Not 
only should these projects protect the Northeast Corridor’s 
inhabitants from extreme weather conditions, but, as the 
team headed by SCAPE put it, they should also “improve the 

2.  See Mark Neocleous, “Resisting 
Resilience,” Radical Philosophy 178 (March/
April 2013): 2–7.
3.  See Stephanie Wakefield and Bruce 
Braun, “Guest Editorial: Governing the 
Resilient City,” in “A New Apparatus: 
Technology, Government and the Resilient 
City,” ed. Stephanie Wakefield and Bruce 
Braun, special issue, Environment and 
Planning D: Society and Space 32, no. 1 
(2014): 4–11.
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quality of our lives every day.” Reduce risk, enhance eco-
nomic opportunity – this is the dual strategy upon which all 
teams seem to agree. Nearly all of the projects have integrated 
strategies for community development that include opportu-
nities for local economic development, typically built on the 
back of infrastructural connectivity and/or retail and com-
mercial strategies.
 Unsurprisingly, the RBD projects are all located on an in-
terface between land and water, whether on coastlines, along 
the banks of marshes and rivers, or in flood zones. Along this 
edge is assembled a new knowledge of the urban and its de-
sign, a knowledge that derives as much from oceanographic 
maps and regional geographies of risk as it does from an un-
derstanding of social behaviors and technologies of commu-
nication. The form of design this knowledge produces reflects 
this scalar agility with proposals that coordinate entire coastal 
management systems and storm surge abatement infrastruc-
ture with an array of pamphlets, signage, and smartphone 
apps to introduce this knowledge into the everyday life of the 
city and to organize the city in times of emergency. Through 
this material we begin to see not only how resilience invites 
a radically new approach to the scale of architectural and 
urban design, but also how it has become an explicit prac-
tice of social design as well. Taking its cue from smart cities 
research, RBD promises to coordinate regional strategies with 
location-specific technologies of individual communication 
and behavior, integrating permanent climate awareness into 
everyday urban life. OMA, for example, designed a web app 
that collates various governmental and municipal agencies 
and distributes a “filtered” set of information to consumers, 
first responders, governments, decision makers, and com-
munity groups. WXY/West 8 created a similar “multi-layered 
defense system,” which coordinates several real-time ecologi-
cal risk models and an urban “situation analysis” with local 
and regional administrations, all modulated by a “new insur-
ance paradigm” and disseminated through social media. It is 
precisely through such a reconfiguration and centralization 
of communication technologies that users are both receivers 
of information and points of data themselves – tied into cy-
bernetic feedback loops – relevant to the coordination of the 
entire system of management.
 The expanded, coordinated scales at which their de-
sign strategies operate also give rise to another split that all 
projects seem to display: operating between infrastructure 
(ecological, hydrological, geological) and architectural and 

OMA, Rebuild by Design, 2013–14. 
Communication Systems: Flood 
Risk 101 smartphone app. Image 
courtesy the architect.
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urban design. All of the RBD projects locate primary sites 
where infrastructural interventions alter the processes of na-
ture, diverting and connecting ecologies through pipes and 
canals and coordinating flora and fauna through systems of 
water storage and drainage, in order to mitigate the effects 
of extreme weather. At the same time, the projects all seek to 
occupy this infrastructural space, blurring the distinctions 
between city and coastal lands, infrastructure and recreation. 
In other words, the objective for RBD is to provide large-scale 
geo-engineered systems of coastal management and storm 
surge defense along with large-scale urban development – to 
defend and develop.
 Yet make no mistake: this development is not simply 
a matter of reconstructing areas that have been lost to the 
storm; it is an attempt to construct an entirely new urban 
interface between land and sea – between the urban and the 
climate – and in one way or another every project presents 
the city and its surrounding region with a new, designed, and 
experiential coastline. Dazzling images of cyclists and joggers 
enjoying late summer sunlight present a metro New York 
region like we have never seen before: wooden boardwalks 
cleverly weaving through dense marshlands whose waters are 
explored by kayakers; local fish markets set atop long grassy 
berms; families and children delighting in the direct educa-
tion of a tidal pool; revitalized ecosystems with proposed eco-
tourism programs that suggest Maine or Cape Cod more than 
any borough of New York. The emphasis is clearly not on 
architecture but on community, seen through its recreational 
activities, local educational facilities, and quotidian details, all 
rendered in the calm of a bizarrely displaced normality.
 What is striking, and what clearly marks a new approach 
to design writ large, is the attitude each team takes toward 
natural ecological systems. Unlike comparable projects of 
the last century, which sought to control a given context by 
drawing a stark, technological line between nature and society, 
resilient strategies seek ways to incorporate natural processes, 
fluctuations, migrations, limits, ecologies, and effects in a way 
that also cancels out those seen as detrimental to human life. 
From breakwaters to storm surge drains, to vast marshlands 
converted into flood storage devices, to sand engines, or even 
oyster gardening, resilient technologies offer a way to design 
with nature in order to selectively negate it. While these strat-
egies seem both clever and conscientious, is there something 
more to the eternal summer and healthy bodies promised by 
their imagery?
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Urban Design and Public Pedagogy
Commenting on a similar set of projects commissioned for 
“Rising Currents,” an exhibition at the Museum of Modern 
Art in 2010, Bruce Braun argues that it is precisely the 
incorporation of so-called “nature” into large-scale systems 
of infrastructure as a means of modulating and eventually 
cancelling it that constitutes a properly biopolitical regime of 
urban management.4 Drawing on Michel Foucault’s work, he 
shows that resilience hedges its bets on the “naturalness of 
nature,” which emerges as both the object and technique of 
government. In this sense, under the regime of resilience, the 
urban “milieu” that Foucault saw as the emerging site of a 
new form of political control in the modern European city 
must now be extended to include the environment with 
which it is invariably and reciprocally interconnected. 
Reaching beyond the transformation of space into the 
coordination and modulation of society in order to function, 
such strategies forge a kind of “eco-cybernetic” system of 
oikonomic management. 5

 Indeed, this is precisely what is at play with RBD. The 
incorporation of nature as an integral part of the urban can 
be traced to various scales of design strategies at work, from 
the deliberate overlapping of massive coastal infrastructures 
with the facilities and technologies of everyday urban life to 
the cybernetic integration of these daily activities into the 
regional coordination of centralized governmental manage-
ment systems. It is no wonder that each project constructs 
a kind of spatio-pedagogical surface of contact between the 
management of nature and the management of human life. 
As the WB/unabridged/Yale ARCADIS team put it: “The team 
is testing the resilience framework at specific sites, finding 
ways to orient people to the landscape and flow of water. This 
framework suggests spaces and places that not only provide 
safety and services in times of storm but also instruct people 
on how to transition to a way of living and thriving with wa-
ter.” If nothing else, these projects unanimously propose that 
urban life must establish a permanent contact with its coastal 
ecology, even (and especially) if that ecology is designed.
 So what? Is this not a simply more intelligent approach 
to the ecological challenges we face? Surely it cannot be a bad 
thing to bring nature into the city?
 In considering these questions, it is important to ex-
amine the subtleties of these programs, beyond the logic of 
the infrastructural strategies. Far from an effort to reduce 
the destructive effects of a global carbon economy and the 

4.  Braun, “A New Urban Dispositif? 
Governing Life in an Age of Climate 
Change,” Environment and Planning D: 
Society and Space 32, no. 1 (2014): 61.
5.  Ibid., 50.
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planetary urbanization that has unfolded in parallel, resil-
ience strategies are founded first and foremost on calculations 
of financial (not human!) risk and insurance. It is no surprise 
that many insurance experts are directly involved in several 
of the RBD teams, and that many teams locate areas of high 
vulnerability and risk through a complex calculation of ge-
ography, geology, hydrology, climate modeling, and, above 
all, property value. We can begin to see how infrastructure 
and urban design intersect in the construction of a centrally 
managed government-insurance complex. Unlike sustainable 
urbanism, ecological urbanism, or any other type of urban-
ism before, resilience depends upon and calls forth a much 
more explicit network of power, clearly suggesting a move 
toward centrally administered urbanization that operates at a 
regional scale. As the initial entry of the WXY/West 8 team’s 
winning proposal put it: “A paradigm shift in coastal planning 
is essential at the regional level. A cost-benefit analysis reveals 
the potential for large scale storm mitigation measures to play 
a significant role in coastal management. The design opportu-
nity here is in the governance and insurance mechanisms that 
would aid in the resiliency of this vulnerable territory.”
 Targeted at the everyday behaviors of the individual and 
hatched in overtly pragmatic, apolitical terms, wherein strat-
egies become “opportunities” and climate change is measured 
in cost-benefit analyses, resilience is clearly not limited to 
an approach to spatial design, but is perhaps better under-
stood as a program of neoliberal government. Resilience, in 
other words, incorporates the “natural processes” of nature 
into a technologically totalizing economy that renders urban 
space and human life inseparable from subtle techniques and 
technologies of government, which must now include in its 

The SCAPE Team, Rebuild by 
Design, Staten Island, 2013–14. 
Social Resiliency. Image courtesy 
the architect.
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calculations the complexities of the climate itself. What makes 
the project of resilience insidious is that, beyond the humani-
tarian or communitarian gloss it may take on, at its heart is 
that familiar neoliberal capitalist trope of defend and develop 
– a schema Naomi Klein famously dubbed “disaster capital-
ism” – leveraging governmentally sanctioned infrastructure 
funding and legal mechanisms to ensure large-scale, low-risk 
private investments in a changing world climate. 
 If the flip side of risk is security, and if security is ulti-
mately a common baseline strategy that all of the RBD projects 
adopt, the images the teams produced suggest a somewhat 
contradictory intention. With pervasive references to healthy 
lifestyles, organic markets, a pedagogical interest in nature, 
and so on, it seems the proposals all attempt to mask what is 
truly at stake in this project with the perverse suggestion that 
climate change can be moderated through individual lifestyle 
choices. The absurdity in the suggestion that a world of rising 
sea levels would best be addressed by well-designed fish markets 
and coastal recreational facilities shows a kind of delusional 
defiance in the face of climate change. Of course this has been 
a persistent theme in nearly all sustainable/ecological urban-
isms, and it is reiterated by the phrase, “Resilience starts with 
you,” issued by the Rockefeller Foundation’s recent 100 Resilient 
Cities initiative. Such a moral injunction may simply distract 
us from the true causes of climate change, and one must not 
forget that behind the RBD images, the central aim of these 
projects is the large-scale reorganization of infrastructure in 
the name of financial security. The implications of this extend 
even farther: As Braun reminds us, “‘Security’ is thus increas-
ingly about protecting ‘critical infrastructures,’ and biopolitics 
is increasingly infrastructural in form.”6 Beyond the rhetoric 
of a healthy lifestyle, at stake in these projects is a massive 
reorganization of power in space and the broad incorporation 
of urban life in a new, cybernetic machine of governance. This 
may at first seem hyperbolic, but such a portrayal can be seen 
explicitly in OMA’s projects for the RBD competition.

Technologies of Isolation
OMA’s entry follows the same basic patterns of other RBD 
projects, in this particular case through a four-part strategy 
of “resist, delay, store, discharge.” This core strategy pro-
poses the familiar systems for flood resistance efforts, build-
ing a raised defensive perimeter between land and sea (resist), 
implementing improved drainage systems (delay, store), and 
activating water removal with pumps and the design of other 

6.  Ibid., 58.
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drainage routes (discharge). Like other RBD projects, OMA’s 
proposal allows nature to cancel itself out and to be aestheti-
cally topped with jogging paths, fish markets, marshes, float-
ing structures, berms, levees, ecotourism strategies, etc. Like 
so many resilience projects today, OMA envisions urban life in 
a world of changing climate as adapting to a more enmeshed 
coexistence with a certain domesticated version of nature, 
while presenting “life” in the most normative of ways. OMA’s 
project also reveals a darker side of the resilience regime, be-
yond the saccharine suggestions of kayaks and healthy com-
munities. In their initial entry, OMA offered a seemingly 
more candid view into this new mode of urbanism, portray-
ing climate change as a permanent emergency that promises 
to impose on both the space of the urban and life itself.
 One of OMA’s principle images depicts greater New York 
City as a solitary, fortified island standing in an eerily calm, 
gray sea. Its sea walls are symbolically constructed with a 
Photoshopped image of Castle Williams, the famous 19th-
century fortress built on Governor’s Island to protect the city 
from naval attacks. The unsettling bleakness of the image is 
only heightened when we examine what is inside this city. 
Far from the images of local markets, grassy berms, or kayaks 
that we may be accustomed to seeing in RBD projects, this 
imagined city is a kind of FEMA space, an otherwise normal 
urban space that can be converted into a coordinated disas-
ter relief zone at a moment’s notice. Another image depicts 
Herald Square during a weather emergency, with the ordi-
nary urban equipment and signage converted into a coor-
dinated crisis alert system. Even more diagrammatic is an 
image of Central Park, where sunbathers have been inter-
rupted by an airdrop of flood alert flyers and first respond-
ers speaking over megaphones. In another set of images, the 
OMA team proposes to introduce new communication tech-
nologies into the ubiquitous infrastructures of the city: news 
kiosks distribute “Flood Risk 101” flyers, Citi Bike stands 
couple real-time hurricane and flood information with public 
Wi-Fi hotspots and cell phone charging stations, and smart-
phones are equipped with flood risk apps, all of which assure 
the widespread integration of a new public knowledge of cli-
mate emergency and its spatio-social management. 
 Oddly, the overly didactic and reduced character of these 
images has the visual effect of turning the city into a kind of 
diorama where the fragments of an imminent disaster slip in 
and out of the banality and indifference of the everyday, each 
existing on separate planes. More than anything particularly 
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novel, OMA’s project reveals just how readily we have ac-
cepted urban life as synonymous with a permanent state of 
emergency. In fact, this is where the project is most explicit, 
demonstrating how the assemblage of existing urban tech-
nologies can simply be augmented to instantaneously switch 
the entire city into catastrophe-management mode. Road 
signs, billboards, traffic lights, and even street vendors are all 
elements within a synchronized administrative system that 
erases the boundary between emergency and nonemergency. 
Is this simply a cynical or even ironic commentary (some-
thing OMA is known for) on resilience discourse? Or is it a 
sincere proposal? In either case, it is a forthright, if not dis-
turbing, proposition with regard to the spatio-political rami-
fications of the resilience regime.
 With OMA’s entry, we begin to see how the government-
insurance complex operates. Unlike previous modes of urban-
ization, resilient urbanism (in all RBD projects) operates 
by defining a boundary, typically between land and sea. The 
coastline takes on particular significance not only as a site of 
intensive development – the thick line where the incorpo-
ration of natural processes into the urban takes place – but 
also as a kind of limit condition, separating the urban from 

OMA, Rebuild by Design. 
Planning Principles: Walled city. 
Image courtesy the architect.
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the perils of the climate beyond. In this way, resilience can be 
seen as a program that redistributes technologies of isolation 
previously operating at the discrete scale of private property 
and in the vast array of dedicated means of circulation. Now 
a host of coastal infrastructures works to seal off the urban 
from its outside: insurance, a form of collective socioeco-
nomic protection of the individual, guards property from the 
physical dangers posed by climate change; emergency com-
munication technologies and perpetually updated smartphone 
alerts hold life in a permanent state of emergency, isolating it 
from itself, and so on. In short, resilience introduces a com-
prehensive, centrally controlled, and multi-scalar form of 
immunization – the violent mechanisms of protection imposed 
on bodies, forcing their withdrawal from any form of collec-
tive, political existence.7

 What is remarkable is the predominant role that the 
boundary condition plays in all of the RBD projects, a condi-
tion in many respects completely alien to the spatiality of the 
urban, which can be understood as a space fundamentally 
predicated on its own expansion, and thus a pure interior – a 
space effectively without an exterior.8 In contrast to all other 
spatio-political, spatio-governmental technologies,9 whose 
existence historically has depended upon the often violent act 
of establishing a limit condition, the urban has succeeded by 
completely ignoring limits, working instead on its expansive 
connectivities. As such, it is a spatiality that seems to have the 
remarkable ability to incorporate and contain all of its ap-
parent antitheses, fueling what Neil Brenner and Christian 
Schmid have called “planetary urbanization.”10

 What makes OMA’s proposal so revealing is its suggestion 
that the history of modern urbanization has, with climate 
change, begun a violent turning-in on itself in an act of what 
we could call autoimmunization. The isolation mechanisms 
that previously characterized the spaces of the urban – archi-
tecture, infrastructure, signage, laws, policies, councils, agen-
cies, police, private property, etc. – now take effect at multiple 
new scales simultaneously. At one level, OMA presents re-
silience as a deployment of technologies that serve to radi-
cally isolate the city from the outside world – from “climate” 
itself. This new architecture of separation resides in the for-
tress walls enclosing a conceptual New York urban region 
and is marked by the red lines of flood zones drawn around 
high-value/high-risk sites; it appears in the various raised 
land barriers – thresholds designed between land and sea – 
and is projected into the future spaces of the city through 

7.  See Roberto Esposito, Immunitas: The 
Protection and Negation of Life (Cambridge: 
Polity, 2011).
8.  See Ross Exo Adams, “Natura Urbans, 
Natura Urbanata: Ecological Urbanism, 
Circulation, and the Immunization of 
Nature,” Environment and Planning D: 
Society and Space 32, no. 1 (2014): 12–29.
9.  See, among others, the coda in Stuart 
Elden, The Birth of Territory (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2013).
10.  See Neil Brenner, ed., Implosions / 
Explosions: Towards a Study of Planetary 
Urbanization (Berlin: JOVIS, 2014).
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empirically based computer flood models. At another level, 
we see a form of isolation that operates on life itself, much 
more so than previously. In the machinic conversion of the 
urban interior to a space designed around emergency, the sep-
aration of life from itself takes on new proportions in which 
any distinction between citizens and governmental agents – 
between forms of life and forms of technology – is completely 
eliminated. The outcome is an urban space that no longer 
functions as an endless grid of circulation and domesticity, 
but rather persists by closing itself off from the outside world. 
Choosing the walls of Castle Williams to surround a concep-
tual urban island is oddly fitting: as with so many fortresses 
of its time, Castle Williams was converted into a prison not 
long after its construction. Like the transformation of the is-
land city depicted by OMA, this conversion occurred through 
many small augmentations to its existing structure, technolo-
gies, and fittings. This is perhaps why the image conveys a 
certain intended power while also giving off the disturbing 
sense of a city incarcerated.
 While obvious parallels can be drawn between OMA’s 
RBD proposal and its very first project, Exodus, or the 
Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture (1972), a great gap sepa-
rates the two, both politically and intellectually. The vol-
untary prisoners who inhabit Exodus, a city within a city 
– the result of a city split in two – do so in retreat from the 
city outside its walls. The good city in which they imprison 
themselves stands in contrast to the bad city at its exterior. 
Playing off the Cold War politics of a divided Berlin and tran-
scribing the condition of limits onto increasingly limitless 

OMA, Rebuild by Design. Commu-
nication Systems: Air Drop. Image 
courtesy the architect.
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20th-century urbanization, an ironic yet rich dialectical 
narrative is built upon this separation, giving the project its 
political power. In Exodus, the sheer force of architecture 
separates a space of ceremony, sanctity, ritual, life, death, 
pleasure, and boredom from an endless exterior of banal 
urbanization. Desire at once straddles these walls and holds 
them in place. Against any impulsive fetish for connectivity, 
the creation of a world, as it turns out, happens only through 
its radical separation from the drab infinity of the urban 
that precludes life as such, and the possibility of such aban-
donment turns on the deliberate construction of an exterior 
world within an otherwise continuous interior. The voluntary 
prisoners are stripped bare, literally, as an act of pure aban-
donment – bodies given over to a politics of forms-of-life 
unavailable in the oppressive dross of the normalized urban 
world outside. Strategies of separation operate here as a po-
litical act, both negating the nihilistic reality of the urban and 
affirming life itself.
 In OMA’s RBD project, we see a very different use of this 
most fundamental element, the wall, which now serves the 
nihilistic gesture of enclosing a space of former limitless-
ness from an infinite nothingness that now surrounds and 
threatens it. OMA’s entry lacks the critical historical and 
political thrust of Exodus (and even any conscious refer-
ences). Far from imagining a life in radically new terms, one 
fit for a world increasingly aware of its own limitations, the 
project depicts the New York metro region as a single urban 
agglomeration conceived in a horizonless sea. The inher-
ent difference between interior and exterior no longer holds 
it in tension as a specific site – as a city that resists its fate in 

Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesen-
dorp, Elia Zenghelis, Zoe Zeng-
helis, Exodus, or the Voluntary 
Prisoners of Architecture, Lon-
don, 1972. The reception area. 
Image © The Museum of Modern 
Art / Licensed by SCALA / Art Re-
source, NY.
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endless urbanization. Instead, New York City is recast as an 
ahistorical exterior that cannot be described through physical 
or cultural terms, but only as a set of ever-changing and ever-
present risks to be calculated, monitored, and mapped out by 
urban technologies and the bodies within its storm walls. In 
contrast to Exodus, the urban interior of OMA’s RBD project 
equips its inhabitants with the technological apparatuses nec-
essary to manage permanent crisis, enmeshing them in the 
technologies of its perpetual present. Not forms-of-life, but 
radically reduced pre-individual bodies, they become biologi-
cal entities indistinguishable from the technologies of which 
they are a part and the governmental agencies over which 
their everyday life, behaviors, and habits are modulated. New 
York City becomes a giant machine born of climate paranoia 
and condemned to permanently define itself and the lives of 
its inhabitants against whatever condition may threaten it at 
any given time. Here strategies of separation work on life it-
self, reducing it to a bare status in order to integrate it into a 
technologically coordinated, cybernetic space.
 This image of New York is a precise description of the 
ontological status of the urban in the face of its nihilistic 
destruction. The wall surrounding the city is not meant to 
mark a clear distinction between the city and nature; it is the 
register that binds the urban to the infinite, gray climate be-
yond. Against all appearances, one must recall that resilience 
is equally a regime of incorporation of the nonhuman natures 
that threaten the urban continuity. If the urban is a spatial-
ity without any exterior to itself – a pure interior of scaleless 
expansion – the threat of climate change does not somehow 
limit this expansion, but rather radicalizes what has always 
been a fundamental capacity of this spatio-political order: 
unprecedented and totalizing security.
 Unlike the other projects in the RBD initiative, which 
employ various technologies and nonhuman natures to miti-
gate the risks of climate change, OMA’s project, perhaps 
unwittingly, presents a fundamentally transformed urban 
space. No longer the space of extensive urbanization or of 
the boundless quantification and circulation of resources, 
in this project what stands outside of the city is merely the 
textureless, nameless other side of the urban – a space abso-
lutely devoid of qualities yet equally limitless. Paradoxically, 
therefore, Rebuild by Design can also be said to perpetuate the 
same perverse fantasy of a world without exteriority – the fan-
tasy of a world that, precisely because of climate change, has 
been canceled out.
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